Influence of historical land use and modern agricultural expansion
on the spatial and ecological divergence of sugarcane borer,
Diatraea saccharalis (Lepidoptera: Crambidae) in Brazil
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Plant domestication, introduction of non-native crop plants and insect invasion to
new habitats has greatly shaped the evolutionary history of many phytophagous insect
species by providing new niches to explore.1

1Kim

and McPheron 1993

Plant domestication provides new niches as this process involves tradeoﬀs among
human-desired characteristics and plant defenses1,2 - aka the domestication
syndrome3,4
Breeding may facilitate insect adaptation
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The western corn rootworm - Diabrotica virgifera virgifera
Original range expanded with
maize domestication in Mexico
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Figure 1
Reconstruction of western corn rootworm, Diabrotica virgifera virgifera LeConte, range expansion from central Great Plains across North
America from 1867 to 2005, based on data or reports in the literature (25, 39, 48, 49, 64, 67, 68, 69, 70, 110, 115, 116, 123). Distribution
boundaries are approximate and do not include distributions in areas to the west of the indicated expansion boundaries (see References
48, 114 for western distributions). Triangles mark reports of D. v. virgifera far ahead of the established distribution in the years indicated.

the cause. By 2007, western corn rootworms
were reported (44) in 20 European countries
(Figure 2), with the most significant number
2010
of infested hectares in Hungary (93,000 km2 ),

with a nonhost crop is the primary pest management option for producers throughout Europe
(45). If the variant western corn rootworm is
discovered in Europe, maize producers most

The introduction of domesticated plants to novel areas provides new niches, leading to
adaptation, host shifting and subsequent host-associated di!erentiation (HAD) by native
insects.

The apple maggot - Rhagoletis pomonella
Shifted from its original host-plant: hawthorn (Crataegus spp. mollis)
160 years ago - introduction of apple (Malus domestica)

Sugarcane borer Diatraea saccharalis

Economically damages on:

North - South America
Center of Origin: South/Central America
Delta of Orinoco river
Venezuela flat lands,
Lakes of great Antilles

Original Host-plant:
Aquatic and semi-aquatic
Delta del Orinoco

Domestication / spread of maize
Introduction of sugarcane

Widespread South America
following European colonization
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Figura 24 – Mapa da produção agrícola – Milho primeira safra

Fonte: Conab/IBGE.

1st season

Figura 25 – Mapa da produção agrícola – Milho segunda safra

Fonte: Conab/IBGE.

2nd season

Figura 26 – Condição hídrica geral em agosto para o cultivo nos principais estados pro
- Safra 2015/2016
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Changes in Brazilian agriculture likely impacted insect pest evolutionary genetics;
however, this is not completely understood.

We posit that the evolution of sugarcane borer is associated with the changes in
the Brazilian landscape from historical and modern agricultural activity

We hypothesized that the modification of large areas of sugarcane during
Portuguese colonization facilitated a host shift to sugarcane, whereas more
recent agricultural expansion of maize and sugarcane production have provided
suﬃcient evolutionary pressure leading to population structure and HAD

10 Microsatellite markers1

1Pavinato

et al. 2013

with null allele estimation for each loci/population, allowed
us to determine if all loci were suitable for the subsequent
analyses. None of the loci showed deviation in all

sampled population (see the average Q in Table S4). At K
= 2, individuals mostly clustered by geographic proximity,
and represented spatial differentiation. At K = 3, one of the

Fig. 1 Output from analysis of genetic relationship of populations. NJ
tree on Nei’s genetic distance (1978) matrix (on left) showed the
relationship among populations and colored branches indicated signiﬁcant relationship after 1000 bootstrapping. Pie chart on the map (on
right) corresponds to the average individual posterior assignment (Q)
of each populations recovered by STRUCTURE and colors within pie

charts represents the groups corresponded to K = 3. Signiﬁcant branches of NJ tree are also represented in the map and corroborates with
the individual clustering recovered by assignment analysis. Pie charts
radious are proportional to the number of individuals collected at each
sample site

Genetic structure

K=2: Spatial diﬀerentiation:

K=3: Incipient host diﬀerentiation:

1) demography and colonization events;
2) agricultural system - shift towards de center
Pavinato et al. 2018

Partial Mantel test
Causal modeling1
Model

r2

p-value

pFST ~ host | geo dist

0.279

0.026

pFST ~ geo dist | host

-0.004

0.475

Incipient HRA - Ecological divergence
1) Ancestral signal of association;
2) Recent HRA
1Cushman

et al. 2006; Castillo et al. 2014

Population size changes

N0 ~ 100
Na ~ 100.000

Population size changes
Test the time for Ne changes:
(1) changes imposed by modern agricultural practices in the last 60 years;
(2) changes ≈60–500 years ago;
(3) ancestral population
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Historical introduction of sugarcane production along with the more recent expansion
of maize and sugarcane fields, impacted the genetic diversity and evolutionary
dynamics of the sugarcane borer in Brazil:

demographic events (bottleneck followed by an expansion) coincided with known
agricultural events in Brazil

We also observed signals of incipient divergence among hosts (sugarcane and
maize).

high-salinity sea water, intense ultraviolet exposure, high nitrogen
generated from penguin rookeries and elephant seal wallows and
high winds5–7. The adults, like those of many other species living
on wind-swept islands, are apterous (wingless). The larvae
(Fig. 1a), encased in ice for most of the year, require 2 years to
complete their development and then pupate and emerge as
adults (Fig. 1b) at the beginning of their third austral summer.
The apterous adults crawl over surfaces of rocks and other
substrates, mate, lay eggs and die within 7–10 days after
emergence.
Unusual adaptations, including winglessness, freeze tolerance,
severe desiccation tolerance and constitutive expression of heat

a

adaptations to cope with extreme environments.
The genome we present for the extremophile B. antarctica is
the first for a dipteran in the family Chironomidae; it consists of
99 megabase pairs assembled using over 100-fold depth coverage
of the genome. It is the smallest insect genome discovered thus
far. This unusually small genome has low repeat content and
general lack of transposable elements (TEs), which are mainly
limited to retroelements. The gene content is similar to other
Diptera; however, intron length and repeat elements are greatly
reduced. Genes that are abundant compared with the related
dipteran Anopheles gambiae are associated with development,
regulation of metabolism and responses to external stimuli. The
genome provides a foundation for studying extremophile biology
and insect genome evolution.

b

Results
The genome of B. antarctica is the smallest yet reported for an
insect. The estimate of total genome size based on flow cytometry
is 1C ¼ 99.25±0.4 megabase pairs (Mbp) for the female and
1C ¼ 98.4±0.1 Mbp for the male (Supplementary Methods;
Supplementary Fig. 1; Supplementary Table 1). On the basis of
the raw sequence reads, we estimate the size of the B. antarctica
genome to be 489.5 Mbp but o105 Mbp (Supplementary Fig. 2).
Previous cytological preparations of polytene chromosomes from
salivary glands indicate B. antarctica has three linkage groups
(2n ¼ 6)14. We used a single larva of B. antarctica of unknown sex
from Cormorant Island, near Palmer Station, Antarctica for the
reference genome, using Illumina sequencing technology and
Velvet de novo15 for assembly. Several assemblers were compared
(Supplementary Table 2). Paired-end reads from RNA-seq data10
were used to improve the assembly by scaffolding contigs,
resulting in 5,064 scaffolds. One Pacific Biosciences RSII
SMRTbell library was generated to scaffold the assembly, which
added minimal scaffolding owing to the limited amount of DNA
in a single individual. The size of the assembled genome was
89.6 Mbp, including ambiguous bases; this represents over 90% of
the total genome (Table 1). The assembly consists of 5,003 contigs
4300 bp (Supplementary Fig. 3), with an N50 contig length
of 98.2 kilobases (kb) and an average coverage of " 177
(Supplementary Fig. 4). A total of 83.89 Mbp (93.7% of the
assembled genome) was contained in 1,256 contigs 410 kb. The
longest contig assembled was over 622 kb. These multiple lines of
evidence as well as the identification of nearly all (97%) core
eukaryotic
genes suggest
a high-quality
assembled
genome
(see
−15
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0
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The genome of B. antarctica is smaller than even the tiny
genomes reported for the body louse (104.7 Mbp) and Strepsiptera (108 Mbp)16,17. Previously published genome size estimates
for three chironomid species, as well as new flow cytometry
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the total genome (Table 1). The assembly consists of 5,003 contigs
4300 bp (Supplementary Fig. 3), with an N50 contig length
of 98.2 kilobases (kb) and an average coverage of " 177
(Supplementary Fig. 4). A total of 83.89 Mbp (93.7% of the
assembled genome) was contained in 1,256 contigs 410 kb. The
longest contig assembled was over 622 kb. These multiple lines of
evidence as well as the identification of nearly all (97%) core
eukaryotic genes suggest a high-quality assembled genome (see
also Supplementary Methods).
The genome of B. antarctica is smaller than even the tiny
genomes reported for the body louse (104.7 Mbp) and Strepsiptera (108 Mbp)16,17. Previously published genome size estimates
for three chironomid species, as well as new flow cytometry
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Winter survival mechanisms and adaptive genetic variation in an Antarctic insect
Figure 1 | Larval and adult stages of B. antarctica. Fourth (final) instar
larvae of the Antarctic midge B. antarctica (a) and an adult male (b).
This is the southernmost insect and the only insect species endemic
to Antarctica. Larval length is 6–7 mm, and the adult male is B3 mm.
Photo by Richard E. Lee Jr.
2
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Antarctic midge, Belgica antarctica

Antarctic midge, B. antarctica is an endemic insect species of the
Antarctica. This is a wingless and terrestrial species of
Chironomidae family (Diptera). This species developed several
physiological adaptations to cold and dry conditions found at
Antarctica environment.

b

Model to study adaptation to extreme conditions and the response
to climate changes.

Figure 1 | Larval and adult stages of B. antarctica. Fourth (final) insta
larvae of the Antarctic midge B. antarctica (a) and an adult male (b).
This is the southernmost insect and the only insect species endemic
to Antarctica. Larval length is 6–7 mm, and the adult male is B3 mm.
Photo by Richard E. Lee Jr.
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Main Project Goal:
This project focuses on deciphering the physiological and molecular mechanisms that enable
the Antarctic midge Belgica antarctica to survive environmental stress and the loss of most of its
body water in the desiccating polar environment.

1) Evaluating the role of aquaporins (water channel proteins) in the rapid removal of water from the
body by studying expression of their genes during dehydration;
2) Investigating the mechanism of metabolic depression and the role of autophagy (controlled
breakdown of cellular components) as a mediator of stress tolerance by studying expression of
the genes responsible for autophagy during the dehydration process; and
3) Evaluating the population structure, gene flow, and adaptive variation in physiological
traits associated with stress tolerance using a genetic approach that takes advantage of
the genomic sequence available for this species coupled with physiological and
environmental data from the sampled populations and their habitats.

Targeted Sequencing

Targeted Sequencing
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a powerful model for probing responses to extreme temperatures, freeze tolerance,
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Targeted enrichment method - PCR based
- Discovery and isolate informa3ve SNPs for the genotype of Antarc3c midges popula3ons;
- Develop a pipeline to automate the processing of the sequencing data;

Whole Genome Sequencing Data
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Challenges and future work
- Demographic

Inference: WGS and amplicon data;

- Population Genomics
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Chromosome

Determination of the inheritance and SNP markers associated with the
virulence of soybean aphids on soybean

Doris Lagos-Kutz and Glen Hartman - University of Illinois
Anitha Chirumamilla - South Dakota State University
Andrew P. Michel - The Ohio State University
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Most important pest of soybean (Glycine max) in USA1,2
Disrupt the photosynthetic process – even with low population densities2
Vector of plant viruses3

Nebraska extension

1Heimpel

et al. 2010; 2Ragsdale et al. 2007; 3Macedo et al. 2003; 4Davis et al. 2005

Soybean Aphid - Aphis glycines

-

Invasive species from Asia1!

-

Primary host: common buckthorn - introduced from northern Europe;

-

Secondary host: soybean

It was first detected in North America in July 20002,3!
It rapidly spread across 10 northcentral US states4 (end of the summer same year);
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Figure 1
Distribution of the soybean aphid (SBA) in North America (125, 148). Red represents the initial 10 states (and counties within those
states) that reported SBA by the end of summer 2000. Yellow represents the current known distribution (summer 2009) of SBA one
1decade after its initial discovery, with data recorded
2
4 detail is not available, but pale
by county for the United States.3 For Canada, fine
yellow indicates provinces that reported SBA by 2009.

Venette & Ragsdale 2004; Ragsdale et al. 2004; Alleman; Ragsdale et al. 2011

SBA Reproduction and Ecology
[relevant to obtain mapping population]
Fundatrices!

Heteroecious and holocyclic species
Sexual reproduction on primary host
[buckthorn trees]
Asexual reproduction on secondary

Sexual Female migrate to
Buckhorn!
Sexual Female and Male!

Common buckthorn (Rhamnus cathartica)

Management:
- Insecticides;
- Natural
Enemies
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- Host-plant Resistance (HPR) to SBA1
Harmonia axyridis
Other parasitoids

Orius insidiosus

Other
predators
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Multitrophic interactions and potential linkages between the soybean aphid and other biotic components of North American
ecosystems. Lines with arrows indicate a positive effect in the direction of the arrows, and lines with circles indicate negative effects in

1Hill

et al. 2004

Several varieties and plant introductions (PIs) had been identified as been resistant to SBA:

-

antibiosis;

-

antixenosis;

-

tolerance as mechanisms of resistance

“Rag” genes:
8 genes have been identified – HPR phenotypes
Jackson and Dowling varieties - resistant via antibiosis
PI 71506 - resistant via antixenosis1
Resistance in Jackson and Dowling:
1 single dominant gene Rag1 - mapped linkage group M2,3
Resistance PI 243540:
1 single dominant gene Rag2 - mapped linkage group F4

1Hill

& Hartman 2004; 2Hill & Hartman 2006a; 3Hill & Hartman 2006b; 4Mian et al. 2008.

Aphids adapted to the HPR1:
As early as 2005 aphids were observed that overcame resistance (i.e. virulent)
15 days after
infestation
IL
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1Kim

et al. 2008
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Finding the underlying genetic basis of SBA virulence
(if it is genetic)

-

Comparative Genome Scan - PoolSeq (Wenger et al. in preparation):
- 84 SNPs;

-

Diﬀerential gene expression analysis (Yates et al in preparation):
- Constitutive diﬀerences between Biotype 1 and Biotype 4.

-

Genetic-Phenotype Association - QTL mapping
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ION AMPLISEQTM

391 targeted SNPs
378 amplicons

240 targeted SNPs
980 N-targeted SNPs
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Challenges and future work
High percentage of targeted and non-targeted markers with segregation distortion
Inconsistency in the genotypic data of F1

-

Reduced heterozygosity in parental lines;

-

Not account for variation in the analysis of pool data;

-

Reproductive isolation between biotypes (or partial RI as indicate the SG data);
- Symbionts (Wolbachia);

-

Incompatibility - Hybridization / Introgression with other aphid species

Tracking selection in time-series population genomic
data using ABC random forests
Miguel Navascués - UMR CBGP, INRA
Jean-Michel Marin - UMR IMAG, Université de Montpellier
Postdoc InterLabex - ABCSelection
Framework: ABC-RF in
Times-series PopGenomics Data
Demography and Selection
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Genetic relationship of biotypes

ean aphid

restricted gene flow. Alterstent or unassociated with
biquitous throughout the
d is genetically admixed or
ongenetic (Table 1). This is
variation between soybean
d the results of this study
nding the evolution of viruistant soybean cultivars.

Assessing biotypic virulence in soybean aphid

Wenger and Michel

Table 1. Hypotheses proposed through the Diehl and Bush (1984) framework with predicted population level patterns for each.
Diehl & Bush
categories
Nongenetic

Ubiquitous genetic

Geographic race

Host race

Species

Predicted population level responses
Hypothesis

Gene flow

Structure

Genotypic diversity

Biotypic differences are not genetic
in origin, but are likely associated
with phenotypic plasticity,
environmental effects, and
endosymbionts
Biotypes are the product of adaptive
genetic variation, but gene flow is
uninhibited. Biotypic traits subject to
population level drift and selection
Biotypes are geographically separate
during sexual stages, limiting gene
flow. Biotypes evolved via
geographic isolation
Biotypes associate with different primary
hosts causing near sexual isolation
and divergent evolutionary trajectories
Biotypes are indicative of separate
species that share no gene flow

Ubiquitous

No structure

Little to no deviation between
biotypes. Shared *MLGs common

Ubiquitous

No structure

Limited deviation between biotypes if
monogenic. None if polygenic

Restricted

Strong structure by
biotype and geographic
gradient

Deviation in richness between biotypes.
Few Shared MLGs

Restricted

Structure between
biotypes and
primary host
Strong structure by
biotype populations

Deviation in richness between biotypes.
Few Shared MLGs

None

Wenger and Michel

Genotypes significantly divergent,
few or no MLG shared between biotypes

*MLG, multilocus genotype.

Despite the presumed founder effect associated with invasion (Michel et al. 2009), the soybean aphid has proven to
be well adapted to the industrial agro-ecosystem in North
America and has rapidly expanded its range which includes
30 U.S. states and three Canadian provinces (Ragsdale et al.
2011). Within North America, the species is heteroecious
and holocyclic, transitioning between asexual clonal reproduction on its secondary host, soybean, and a sexual phase
on its primary and overwintering host (Rhamnus spp., with
common buckthorn, R. cathartica, most frequently utitiation
lized) (Ragsdale et al. 2004). As a result of the ubiquitous
s were sampled in pairwise,
presence of both primary and secondary hosts, and aphid
sites across northern Ohio,
movement among them, there are few barriers to gene flow
eographic clusters (Fig. 1,
Figure
1 Geographic
location
of collections. resulting
Abbreviations
GPS homogamong
A. glycines
populations,
in and
genetic
s were designed to account
coordinates
available
in
Table
2.
enization across North America (Michel et al. 2009; Oransolation by geographic dising three geographic scales
tes et al. 2012).
Diehl
&
Bush
1984;
Wenger
Michel
2013flats. Soybeans were reared
<2 km), mesogeographic
in separate
38 9&aphid-resistant
53
cm growth
Soybean
soybean cultivars have been

soybean), and biotype 4 (virulent to Rag1 and Rag2 individually and in concert) (Kim et al. 2008; Hill et al. 2010; Alt
and Ryan-Mahmutagic 2013).
Although much effort has been made to elucidate the
mechanism and chromosomal location of aphid resistance
within soybean (Li et al. 2008; Hill et al. 2012), relatively
little effort has been focused on the ecological and evolutionary genetics of soybean aphid biotypes, including
genetic comparisons between biotype populations. Considering the Diehl and Bush framework, virulent biotype evolution in A. glycines could be the result of any of the five
described categories with patterns of genetic variability
matching those listed in Table 1. However, the lack of population structure found in previous studies (Michel et al.
2009; Orantes et al. 2012) suggested that race formation
and speciation are unlikely causes of biotypic virulence.
Therefore, in this case, we predicted that biotypic virulence
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biotype 1 to 0.062 in
Figure
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Components
Analysis
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Nei’s
Genetic
Table 5. Predicted
patterns of2 gene
flow, population
structure, and genotypic
diversity
per Diehl
(1984)
category andDissub-category. Categoypes was nonsignifiries in bold are consistent with data in the present study.
tance between biotypes 1 and 2 of sampled populations. No discernible
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Table
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Epistasis
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No clustering or by
No significant difference
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geography
between biotypes
Paetkau
assignment
Geographic race
N/A
Strong
between
biotype
Cluster by biotype
Sig Dif in diversity
site.
Host race
N/A
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Cluster by biotype
Significant difference in diversity
Species
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Significant difference in diversity
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mean value of 0.013
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Threshold Model

1428 J. Felsenstein Using the threshold model in phylogenies
threshold model, but they were forced to retreat to
approximate evaluation of the necessary integrals. As
with many high-dimensional integral problems, this
one has had to await Monte Carlo sampling methods
such as Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) for
effective treatment.

Figure 1. The threshold model of quantitative genetics,
showing the continuous distribution of the underlying liability
characters, and the resulting discrete distribution of the
observed phenotype.

of the vector of liabilities x is of course the multivariate
normal density

3. MONTE CARLO SAMPLING METHODS
McCulloch (1994) described the use of MCMC
sampling methods for the threshold model with a
mixed model underlying it. This model includes as
special cases most of the ones we will be interested in.
McCulloch’s general strategy is to sample liabilities,
using an MCMC method known as a Gibbs sampler
and, by doing this many times, to approximate the
likelihood. A similar strategy allows the approximation of the posterior if one is doing Bayesian
inference. McCulloch’s particular method uses an
EM (expectation–maximization) algorithm to update
parameter values. A Bayesian approach to a similar
problem was made by Sorenson et al. (1995), also
using an MCMC method with Gibbs sampling.
These applications of the MCMC sampling make
the threshold model useable for pedigree data in
quantitative genetics. Using these approaches, it is
possible to infer genetic variances and covariances from
pedigree data with multiple discrete traits. These
methods are part of the increasing use of MCMC
methods for likelihood and Bayesian inference in
quantitative genetics, enabling estimates and

